
Characters D6 / R2-BHD {Tooby} (Rebel Astromech Droid)

Name: R2-BHD "Tooby"

Product line: R-series

Model: R2 series astromech droid

Class: Astromech droid

Gender: Masculine programming

Sensor color: Black

Plating color: Silver

DEXTERITY 2D

        Dodge 4D

KNOWLEDGE 1D

MECHANICAL 2D

        Astrogation 5D, Space Transports 3D, Starfighter Piloting

5D

PERCEPTION 1D

        Search 3D

STRENGTH 1D

TECHNICAL 2D

        Computer Programming/Repair4D, Starfighter Repair 5D*, Starfighter Repair; Y-Wing 7D

* Astromech droids, if acting in co-pilot capacity, may attempt starship repairs while in flight.

Equipped With:

        Three wheeled legs (one retractable)

        Retractable heavy grasper arm (lifting skill at 2D)

        Retractable fine work grasper arm

        Extendable 0.3 metre long video sensor (360o rotation)

        Small electric arc welder (1D to 5D damage, 0.3 metre range)

        Small circular saw (4D damage, 0.3 metre range)

        Video display screen

        Holographic projector/recorder

        Fire extinguisher

        Acoustic signaller

        Small (20cm. by 8 cm.) internal "cargo" area

        Some additional tools and equipment

Move: 5

Size: 1 metre

Description: R2-BHD, also known as Tooby, was an R2 series astromech droid who served the Alliance

to Restore the Republic. By the year 0 BBY, the droid worked with the Alliance Fleet's Gold Squadron,

and most commonly flew with the squadron's leader Jon Vander. It was present in the Alliance's



headquarters on the moon Yavin 4 shortly before Gold Squadron participated in the Battle of Scarif.

Biography

R2-BHD was an R2 series astromech droid that served the Alliance to Restore the Republic during the

reign of the Galactic Empire. By the year 0 BBY, the droid had served the Alliance for years and was

assigned to the Alliance Fleet's Gold Squadron, and rotated through the squadron's pilots, mostly

commonly being assigned to Gold Leader Jon Vander and his Y-wing starfighter Gold One. R2-BHD also

was responsible for performing diagnostics to keep the squadron's Y-wing starfighters ready for battle.

R2-BHD was present in a hangar in the Great Temple on Yavin 4 when the Rebel Alliance Intelligence

Service officer Cassian Jeron Andor led the newly recruited Jyn Erso through it enroute to a UT-60D U-

wing starfighter/support craft outside the temple that the pair would fly to the planet Jedha. Shortly

afterwards, Gold Squadron took part in a battle against the Empire above the planet Scarif. Jon Vander

survived the battle, but later flew against the Empire at the Battle of Yavin, where he died.

Characteristics

R2-BHD was a loyal and attentive droid and found the grouchy personality of other droids like D4-R4B

illogical. It had silver colored plates with yellow accents that were unadorned, that made it look

unfinished. It had black sensors. Like all R-series astromechs it was manufactured by Industrial

Automaton, and stood 1.09 meters tall. R2-BHD sported cranial access ports that could be opened up

when in repair configuration. It also had an electro-port access tool equipped behind a panel on its front. 
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